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ABSTRACT 

The literature of fixed-point theory contains a large number of results on existence of fixed point for 

single valued as well as multivalued contraction mappings in Metric spaces. B. E. Rhoades in 1977 gave a brief 

survey and relations among different contractive conditions. One of the interesting contractive conditions given 

by D. Delbosco in his paper is a good generalization of many well-known contractive conditions. In this article 

we generalize the contractive condition given by D. Delbosco for multivalued mappings and establish some 

results on existence of fixed points for multivalued mappings in metric spaces. It is also proved that the 

established result is a good generalization of several well-known results. 
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Introduction 

Following the Banach contraction mapping, Nadler [4] introduced the concept of multivalued 

contraction mapping and establish a multivalued contraction mapping possesses a fixed point in a complete 

metric space. Subsequently a number of fixed-point theorems in metric space have been proved for the 

multivalued mappings satisfying contractive type condition.      

              D. Delbosco [3] defined a contractive type mapping f, which is more generalized form and proved a 

fixed point theorem which generalizes many results on the existence of fixed point. Afterwards, Many 

mathematicians [1, 5 and 6] gave good generalized and acceptable results.  

Preliminaries 

Let )d,X(   be a metric space .We shall follow the following notation and definitions: 

A:A{)X(CL   is a non empty closed subset of X } 

A:A{)X(CB   is a nonempty closed and bounded subset of X } 

    )X(CLA,0,Aasomefora,xd:XxA,N   

and 

 













otherwise;

existsinftheif),A,(NBand),B,(NA:0inf
)B,A(H  

)X(CLB,A  . H  is called generalized Hausdorff distance function for )X(CL  induced by d . If  )B,A(H  is 

defined for )X(CBB,A   then the pair )H,X(  is a metric space and H  is called the Hausdorff metric induced 

by d. 

Definition 1 [2], [6].  An orbit T  at a point x0 is a sequence 1nnn Txx:x  . 

Definition 2 [2]. A space „ X ‟ is said to be T - orbitally complete if every Cauchy sequence of the 

form 1mmm Txx:x  . 
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 Let R be the set of non-negative real numbers and let P  be the set of real function  RR:P 3
 

satisfying the following properties. 

1. P  is continuous in the whole
3R  . 

2. .Rhwhere,1h)1,1,1(P   

3. Let Rv,u  be such that either )v,v,u(pu   or, )v,u,v(pu   or, ).u,v,v(pu   Then, 

kvu  , for some )1,[hk  .
 

Definition 3 [3]. A self mapping T of metric space )d,X(  is called the p -contraction if there exists a function 

Pp  such that for any Xy,x   

    ))Ty,y(d),Tx,x(d),y,x(d(p)Ty,Tx(d   

Theorem [3] Let T  be p-contraction of a complete metric space )H,X( .Then T  has a unique fixed point. 

Now, we define p -contraction mapping as following: 

    ))Ty,y(d),Tx,x(d),y,x(d(p)Ty,Tx(H   

where T  is a multivalued mapping and Pp . 

Main Result 

Theorem 1.1:  Let (X, d) be a metric space. )X(CBX:T   is a multivalued p-contraction such that „X‟ is  T-

orbitally complete. There exists a fixed point .Tuu  

Proof.  Pick .Xx0  Now, we construct a sequence  nx  in X  such that 

Xx,Xx,Xx 321  .... If we take 10 TxTx   . Then, 1x is a fixed point of T. 

But in general for 1nn Txx  . Choose n1n Txx   such that; 

)Tx,Tx(qH)x,x(d 1nnn1n    

where q >1 (By the lemma of Rus (Refer to Ciric[2]  and Pqp ). 

From the definition of p-contraction; 

))x,x(d),Tx,x(d),x,x(d(qp

))Tx,x(d),Tx,x(d),x,x(d(qp)x,x(d

n1n1nn1nn

1n1nnn1nnn1n








 

From the definition of p -contraction and by property 3; we get, 

)x,x(kd)x,x(d nnnn 11  
 

This implies  nx is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since X is T-orbitally complete. So,  nx converges to a point u  

in X. 

 Now, 
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))Tu,u(d),x,x(d),u,x(d(p)Tx,u(d

))Tu,u(d),x,x(d),u,x(d(p)x,u(d

))Tu,u(d),Tx,x(d),u,x(d(p)x,u(d

)Tu,Tx(H)x,u(d

)Tu,x(d)x,u(d)Tu,u(d

nnnn

nnnn

nnnn

nn

nn

1

11

1

1

11





















 

If we suppose n  and since p is continuous. We get; 

                    ))Tu,u(d,0,0(p)Tu,u(d   

Since, it holds property 3, and then it gives 

                    0)Tu,u(d     i.e.      Tuu  . 

Hence u  is a fixed point of T . This is the complete required proof for the existence of fixed point for 

generalization multivalued contraction mapping.  

Conclusion 

In this theorem we extend the results of D. Delbosco for multivalued mapping and established a results 

for the existence of fixed point which generalization of well known results, which are already available in the 

literature of fixed point theory. 
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